THE
BOTSWANA
CIRCUIT

13 days

12 nights

Victoria Falls

Okavango
Delta

Chobe

Makgadikgadi

WHAT TO LOOK FORWARD TO?
Slon
Elephant

Lion

Leopard

Giraffe

Hippopotamus

Antelopes

Cheetah

Hyena

Zebra

BOTSWANA
Rhinoceros

(dozens of species)

• Victoria Fall – we’ll run off to Zimbabwe for a day
in order to visit one of the world’s natural wonders

THE AFRICAN
WILDERNESS

• Scenic flight over the Okavango Delta
• Taking a trip in a mokoro or motorboat
• Boat safari on the Chobe River

Imagine a place where you can quietly pass through the African
bush in mokoro canoe while listening to hippos snorting,
tracking elephants and coming so close you can touch them. A
place where you can watch wild dogs or lions feasting on their
prey so close to your car that you’ll catch your breath.

• National parks and protected areas: Okavango,
Moremi, Savuti, Linyanti, Chobe, Makgadikgadi

And that’s exactly what Botswana is – wild, inaccessible,
colourful and extremely beautiful. It is an opportunity for
unique experiences like no other safari destination. Whether
you decide to spend your time in the unrivalled luxury of the
local lodges or simply in a tent on the roof of an expedition car
in the middle of the bush.

April-June: pleasant temperatures, lush vegetation,
migration of zebras from Nxai Pan toward the north
to Chobe, few tourists

An incredible 17% of Botswana’s area is dedicated to national
parks and another 22% is other reserves. Together, they
comprise huge areas of untouched landscape and a place
where you will enjoy complete solitude. Both travellers and
animals appreciate this fact. This country boasts the largest
concentration of elephants, or the second-largest migration
of large land mammals in the world. While getting a bird’seye-view of the inland delta of the Okavango River is a must,
experiencing the endless vastness of the largest salt plains in
the world – Makgadikgadi – is a dream come true for all lovers
of absolute solitude.

November-March: rainy season, Okavango Delta,
almost impossible to traverse just like the salt plains

WHEN TO HEAD OUT?

July-October: main season, ideal conditions for
observing game, dry vegetation, game tends to stay
near sources of water.
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PRICE

With a group of 6 travellers CZK 79 000/person
(USD 265/person/day).

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
Fully equipped expedition vehicles and drivers, diesel and tolls,
accommodation (6 nights in a lodge, 6 nights in a car tent), entrance
fees to national parks, braai-style breakfasts and dinners, nonalcoholic beverages and beer in the vehicle, van, visa and entrance
to Victoria Falls, travel agency bankruptcy insurance.

OPTIONAL
Flying over the Okavango Delta, approx. USD 150, a trip in a
mokoro, approx. BWP 350, flying over Victoria Falls, approx.
USD 200, boat safari in Chobe, approx. BWP 500.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
International flights, travel insurance.

PROS AND CONS
+ few tourists in a huge area, eco-friendly lodge
+ an enormous concentration of large mammals and other animals
in the north
+ diverse landscape and scenery – deserts, rock formations, salt
plains, grassy savannah and wetlands of the Okavango Delta
+ sparse inhabitation and extremely remote, virgin areas
+ political stability and safety
- an expensive destination with relatively expensive premium
services and a small selection of different accommodation and
service price points
The trip can be adjusted as per individual request. Do not hesitate to
contact us. For example, we can add a hunt in Limpopo, Khama Rhino or
Mapungubwe. Mapungubwe.
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